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Introduction 
In this' study the  term  "PUblic Administration" has  been 
used to indicate: 
- ministries of  the central government, 
- ~tate governments  in countries  ~ith  federal 
structures, 
- local authorities,  either elected or nominated  £rom.above, 
-·.government  agencies  managing  the many  different types 
of public initiatives (social securities,  city planning, 
etc.). 
Excluded  are  firms  and  organizations,  fully or partly state 
owned,which  give evidence of the  increasing responsibilities 
government  organizations are  assuming  in the field of  · 
production and  which  are  analyzed separately in their 
respective  field  of economic  activity. 
Decisive for  the choice was  the consideration that since 
Public Administration has  assumed  the role of  entreprene~, 
its behaviour must  be  subject  to  the  same  rules which  apply 
to private firms  and.which  are  obviously di£!erent from 
those required £or  the  ma~agement o£  public affairs. 
Despite this limitation, it is very difficult to make  a 
uni£orm  analysis o£  current applications and  future  EDP 
developments  in Public Administrations o£  the  EEC  countries 
and  the  UK.  . 
·The  difficulties arise mainly £rom  the di££erence in functions 
which  government  performs in the di££erent countries:  these 
reflect not only the di££erent social and  economic  dev~lop­
ment  levels,  but also the di££erent historical-political 
·developments. At  present,  great differences can  be  noticed in 'the  tasks 
perfo:t"med  by Public Administrations in the examined  countries, 
.. 
and  these could become  even  greater in the  future.  In fact, 
they reflect collective choices based on  values  and  contin-
gent  situations which  are not necessarily homogeneous.  It 
has  therefore been  considered useful  to examine  only  those 
EDP  applications which  are increasingly important in the 
Public Administrations  of  the countries under  examination. 
Effective  perform~nce of these tasks will require EDP 
solutions  employing  extra-large data processing systems. 
The  choice  is obviously not exhaustive:  it reflects the  · 
often fragmentary indications which  have  emerged  from  the 
direct survey and  excludes applications peculiar to some 
of the countries examined, as welJ  as  the less innovating 
ones,  which  can,  however,  be  realized,  but.do not  imply 
necessarily the employment  o£  high  performance computers •  . 
It must  also be  added  that applications !,~Y 
organizations have not been  included:· £or obvious reasons 
it is difficult to obtain information about this type  o£  ·. · 
application. 
.  ' 
Since  the hypothized.EDP  issues are o£ten closely related 
to the institutional features o£  the countries examined, 
it has  been  considered 11seful  to indicate brie£ly the 
institutions able to per£orm  the indicated £unctions. 
T~e ~rrent and  future  cons1deration~ ·dre,  at any rate, 
based on the hypothesis of a  substantial stability o£  the 
current institutional characteristics. With  the exception 
o£  cases,  such  as  Italy,· where  deep  institutional re£orms 
ha~e already been  launched,  this more  cautious proceeding 





In particular,  the hypothesis of Europe's political unifi-
cation in  the  seventies has  not been  considered which, 
o£  course,  would  change  greatly the observations o£  this 
survey. 
~  ' 
To  the limitations already mentioned  there must  be  added 
I 
those which  derive £rom  the modest  resources available to 
this survey  and  which  have  influenced particularly 
strongly the representativity in· the direct survey conduct• 
ed in  :·the  EDP  centres o£  PUblic Administrations  o£  the 
countries considered. 
In total,  22  interviews were  conducted in this sector,. and 
they.can be  broken  down  per  country  as follows: 
Belgium  4· 
France  2 
Germany  3 
Italy  8 
Holland  4 
United Kingdom  1 
... 
-t1ore  informtttion  about  EDP  applic~ltions in Public 
i\.dministrutions of certttin countries have  determined  the 
choice of applicC\tions  examined. 
In  order  to  integrate  the  scarce  information made  available 
by  the  interviews,  especially about  the  ncmcr  app1 ications, 
we  have  made  abundunt  use  of  the  avuilablc bibliographical 
documenttttion  'Which  is,  however,  also not very exhaustive, 
because  of  the  deluy of computer diffusion in Public 
J\.cu:'linis tra  tion. 
FinLllly,  there  are difficulties in formulating  forecasts 
on  Public Administration behaviour  toward  EDP  during  the 
next  decade:  also in this respect its choices will obvious-
ly be  guided by  the  objectives,  problems,  difficulties and 
knowledge  of  the different countries during  the  period under 
conside17ation. 
Also if long  term objectives were  firmly formulated,  the 
behaviour of  a  state's bureaucratic structure would  be 
another factor  in the  already existing uncertainty of  the 
forecasts.  This  behaviour can  uccelerate  or delay interven-
tions,  or cqn  even  be  such  an  obstacle as  to change  substantial 
'  - ly the prospects  for.development. 
It is therefore  advisuble  to exclude  quantitative formulations 
of forecasts  and  indicate  the  gradual  development  of  the 
various  information  subsystems  only in rational  terms,  on 




Such  a  total approach is warranted by the most'recent 
techniques  o£  goverrunent  management  and  is the  only one 
which  gives Public Administrations  the  possibility to 
recuperate  the  time  lost in the sixties in this respect. 
For each o£  the  subsystems  the  stages o£  realization, 
which  di££er £rom  one  subsystem  to another,  have  then be 




5·· 2.  Structure  (1) 
---------------
• 
·Among  the  structural features  of the countries under 
examination those most  likely to influence to  a  great 
extent a  government's behaviour  towards  EDP  are,  above 
all,  the unitary or federal  structure of the State.  In 
this respect  the  Federal Republic  of Germany  finds it-
6. 
self in a  peculiar position within the  framework  o£  the 
countries  considered~  being  the only country with an  es-
sentially federal  ~tructure,  in which  the  "LUnder"  {2) 
possess sovereignty and  hence  a  ~vide range of· jurisdiction, 
while  the  jurisdiction of the federal  state is constitution-· 
ally limited,  even if it tends  to increase _progressively. 
Also  the United Kingdom  shows  some  peculiarities in this 
respect,  because it joins with Great Britain the Isle of 
Man,  the  Channel  Islands and  Northern Ireland,  each with 
a  large degree of self-government with the. exception of 
a  few  competences. 
In all the  other countries considered,  an  increasingly lar-
ger part of public £unctions  are  taken over by the central 
government,' the onl¥ one  able to assure uniform management 
of public  services;at any rate,  they are always  performed 
under  the control of the  central government. 
'{1)  Luxermburg  has not been  examined  separately because 
its small  size. places it below  the minjmum  threshol~ 
.. necessary for  the use o£  extra-large processing  systems. 
'  .  . 
(2)  Schleswig-Holstein,  Hamburg,  Niedersachsen,  Bremen, 
Nordrhein-vlestfalen,  Hessen,  Rheinland-Pfalz,  Baden':. 
Wtlrttemberg,  Bayern,  Saarland,  West  Berlin. 
• 
.,. The  decline of local administrations  seems  to be  due  to 
obsolete territorial structures and to dimensions unable to cope 
with. local  problems  which  today mean  basically the needs 
and  problems  o£  ldrge metropolitan complexes.  It is there-
fore  possible that lnthin the next  ten years  important 
reforms will take p:lace  in the European  countries,  such 
as  t~e regional.re£orm alreadt launched in Italy or the 
creation o£  the Greater·London Council  in the United King-
dom  and  o£  the District o£  the Region  o£  Paris in France. 
These  new  institut~ons will probably set up  the EDP 
applications hypothesized in this research at local govern-
ment  level. 
Another very important  aspect  o£  the organization o£  these 
countries £or  the application o£  EDP  in Public Administration 
is the existence or not o£  a  national economic  planning 
policy.  Onlt  through  the organs o£  economic  planning does 
it seem  possible to rationalize in all £ields the  Public 
Administration's choices which reflect,  on  the  one  hand, 
the  information coming  £rom  private decisional centres and, 
on  the other hand,  a££ect  the behaviour o£  the latter. 
Econom.ic  pl~ning policies,  even  i£ o£  di££erent character 
and  possibilities o£  influencing economic  patterns,  are 
being carried out now  in the majority o£  the countries 
examined. 
.• 
In P.articular:  in Holland  ~hrough. the Centraal Plan  bureau, · 
in France  through  the  Commissariat General du  Plan,  in 
Italy through the Hinistero per il Bilancio e  la Programma:-
zione Economica  (and in particular the general Secretariat 
o£  Planning)  and  in the United Kingdom  the Hinistry £or 
Economic  A££airs  and  the. National.Economic Development 
council. .  a  •. 
It is more  difficult to recognize an  economic  planning 
policy'in Germany  (where  there esists a  budget  policy 
put.~nto a  medium  term  planning  scheme)  and  in Belgium. 
Given  the  present differences  among  the various countries, 
even with existing planning policies,  EDP  applications 
have  been examined  only in the context of planning activi-
ties by  the Public Administration,  i.e. programmed  plann- , 
ing of revenues  and  government  expenditures·(PPBS). 
The  increase in:the tasks  .  governments  have  to perform 
today is directly proportional to  the  increase in govern• 
ment  revenues  and  expenditures in all the countries invqlv-
ed  in this survey. 
This is  illustr~ted in the  following  table which  comprises 
all administrations (central government,  local government, 
social secutiry)  o£  the EEC  countries in 1968.  Revenues 
rutd  expen~itures accounted in 1968  for a  considerable 
share o£  the GNP. 
. 
Percent  o£  total government 
Country  revenues  on  GNP 
%  ... 
Belgiutn  33 
France  37 
Germany  36 
Italy  33 
Holland  41 
.United  Kingdom  39 
United.States  31 g. 
Depending  on  the  country,  government  expenditures are a  . 
more  or less important  £~ctor in the  general economic 
policy, exerting their influence on "oth  economi~ recession 
and  development. 
Thus,planning of government  expenditures becomes'  the nucleus 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. Data processing equipment 
3.1.  !~-~~~£~~~-2~~~!~i~~ 
Even  more  difficult than·  in  the other sectors o£  the 
economy  is it to obtain Uniform  information in the countries. 
examined  about  computer  equipment  in Public Administration. 
Besides  the factors. already observed  the different extension 
·of this sector is making  comparison more  difficult. Depend-
ing on  the structural features o£  the countries and  on 
sources o£  information differing even within the  same 
country,  this sector can comprise  or not the defense equip-
ment  (considered in almost all countries a  military secret, 
with the exception o£  the United Kingdom),  university 
centres (at least in those countries where  universities 
are  pub~ic),  public research centres,  government-controlled 
organizations,  nationalized firms,  etc. 
The  data examined  here must  be  interpreted very  cau~ously 
as  they come  £rom  government  statistics as well as £rom 
direct sUrvey. 
Introduction o£  computers  into government  has  taken place 
in Europe  with a  certain delay as  compared  to other sectors 
o£  activity and  with a  considerable deiay when  compared  to 
the US  government. 
In that country the major part o£  the installations is employ-
ed' in atomic  energy,  defense  and  space research,  fields to 
which  European  countries dedicate much  less £unds. 
An  attempt made  by  OCDE  (1)  to  ·  .. com~are (£or 1966)  the 
percentage o£  all the Public Administrations on  the computer · 
market  shows  the following results: 
(1)  OCDE- "Ecarts technologiques entre pays membres, 
Calculateurs electrpniques",  P~is 1968. 12  • 
• 
Percentage  oP  government  installations o£  the total 
# 
Country  Number  Value 
United States  •  .  9  14 
United Kingdom  "20  n.d. 
France  n.d.  20 
Germany  .  . 10  n.d  • 
Italy  n.d.  23 
Japan  n.d.  15 
The  US  government's  presence  on  the computer market  is 
not  so  strong,  even  i£ its installations are very important. 
To  a  certain extent in the EEC  countries and  the United 
Xingdom  it is possible to distinguish equipment  in central 
and  local governments  during one  year.  This was  done  by w.x. 
De  Bruijn (1)  £or 1966.and the results are.the .following: 
.. 
CENlRAl.  GOVERt.MENT  lOCAL  GOVERN-lENT 
COUNlRY  Nu11ber  of.  ~ of  the·  Number  of  "~of t.he 
'  0011pultra  total numbet  computer a  ~~tal of~~r  of e1'.111101Jler.  1'.1.'  C!OIIll)t les 
BENELUX  .co  5.9  34  5.0 
FRANC£  58  $,6  68  6,6 
GERMANY  . .  51  ),5  176  12,0 
ITALY  5t  8,7  55  ·9.2  ..  TOTAL  EEC  201  5  .• 3  333  8~8  . 
LWITED  KINGDOM  105  5.9  234  . 13.1 
.  . 
-
(1)  W·,x,  De  Bruijn,  Computers  in ~ope in 1966, # 
It ·is  ~ifficult to make  a  similar,  but more  up  to date 
comparison using dhta collected during this  survey. 
Because  of the considerable disparity of the  sources,  we 
have  attempted  to give  the  percentages of government's 
computer  equipment  (in number)  as  compared  to the total 
number  o£  installations in:. the country (1): 
Country 
France  (1968) 
Germany  ( 1  967 
Italy (1968) 
Holland  (1967) 
United Kingdom  (1968) 
Computers  installed in · 
Public Administrations 







According  to more  recent  information  (2)  the English 
government  accounts directly for  12%  of the English 
market's  EDP  expenditures,  and  indirectly, i.e. through 
nationalized firms,  education,  medicine  and  science, 
£or another 25%. 
The  Italian government  accounts £or 17'' o£  the market  and, 
i£ also  transporta~~on,  communications  and  other public 
.s~rvices are  included,  £or 25%. 
.  .  . 
13. 
(1)  The  sources are:  for France,  BIPE;  for Germany,  Institut 
fUr  angewandte  Reaktorphysik;forr·i:'aly,  ISTAT;  for Holland 
w.x:.  De  Bruijn;  for'the United Kingdom,  Computersurvey. 
(2)  I.ENSOR  - "ICL  and  the case for computer  collaboration" 
The  Financial Times,  April 27,  1970. 14  •. 
·In  France  government,  including nationalized forms,  accounts 
•  £or about  hal£ o£  all computer  purchases and  £or more  than 
65%  o£  the extra-large computer market. 
In Germany,  the di££usion o£  computers  is greater in 
business,  but government  accounts still £or  11%  o£  the market. 
This change  is probably due  to the  £act that only recently 
the governments.o£ European  countries have  decided to support 
national  comp~ter industries by buying  preferably £rom 
national manufacturers.  The  country in which  this }Olicy 
is used most  is  th~ United Kingdom,  but also in Germany 
and  France  the e££ects o£  this policy are .beginning  to be 
£elt. 
Also  concerning  the use  o£  extra-l·arge computers  in govern-
ment,  detailed data are available only £or the United King-
dom.  ·~ing the  period 1962-1968  the total· computer  equip-
.  . 
ment  in the subsectors o£  the English PUblic Administration 
ha·s  undergone  the following  changes: 
1962  .  1968  ' 
ANNUA~  RATE 
196  -1968 
\ 
VALLE  VAL\£  VALUE 
NIJ4BER  tuBER  NIJ4BER 
(billionS)  (biUienS,  (bllllenS 
"·. 
ARMED  SERVICE  11  1·4  210  8•0  63·5  33·8  . 
GOVERNo«ENT  DEPARTMENTS  25  1t5  123  10·2  ·30·4  38•9 
LOCAL  GOVERNENT  21  1t0  219  15·4  47·8  57·2  .  PuaLIC  BODIES  s  Oo:S  91  9·6  62•2  82•7 
.  . 
. 
• 15. 
'rhus,  in 1962  Public,Administration accounted for 18.6i; 
o£  the·total number  of computers.  Its relative importance 
' 
reached  20.  2/~  of this total in 1968.  In general,  government 
is an  important user of large  and  extra-large computers. 
Germany  and  the United  Kingdom,·  where  it is possible to 
know  the distribution per sizes of computers  installed in 
government,present  the  following  situation: 
Percentage of the number  o£  com2uters  installed in 
government  of the total,  by size class  ( 1967) 
United Kingdom  Germany 
Desk 
121 ,o  126,7 
Small  8.4 
Hedium  13.4  15.3 
Large  24.2  28.0 
Extra-large  9.8  35.7 
Total  20.2  11.4 
... 
Through  survey of large users it was  possible  to notice  that 
the number  o£  extra-large computers  installed in gove:rnment 
(including universities and  service bureaus)  is the follow-
ing: 
France  40 
Germany  6 
Italy  13 
Benelux  -. 
United Kingdom  20 16· 
Data  about  the principal uses  £or which  computers  are employed 
in the.Public Administration  a~e available only £or Italy (1). 
The  machine/hours availability o£  Public Administration com-
puters is distributed in percentage as follows: 
: . 
Accounting  and  Administration 




.  . . 





(1)  ISTA'l'- "Gli elaboratori eJ,ettronici in Italia 
al Marzo  1968 11 , 17 •. 
3•2.  In the.unites States 
~-----~--------------
.Periodically the  computer  installatio~s in the US  Federal· 
government  are surveyed by  the Federal Inventory o£  Data 
Processing Equipment  in the· Federal Government,  and  their 
· development  between  1·951  and  1969  can ·be  summarized  as 
.follows: 
Year  · Number  o£  computers  installed  -
1951  3 
1954  '10 
1956  90 
1958  250 
1960  531 
1.962  1,030 
1964  .. 
1,862 
1966  3,007  )  . 
1968  4,232 
1969  (June  30)  4,620 
All  the installations.in the Federal Government  accounted 
only £or 7.7%  o£.· the totai numbe!' ·  o£ .installations in the  .  ... 
country (in· number) •. 
The  total EDP  expenditure,  including cost 6£  hardware, 
software and  personnel,  amounted  to 1,900 million dollars 
or. 7.6%  o£  the Federal budget, 
I~ 1969,  there were  215  models  installed by  33  different 
,.  '  . 
manufacturers, thus,  causing considerable problems  o£  ·  . 
compatibility among  the  co~puters installed in the various 
' 
government  agencies and.calling £or their standardi~tion (t)• 
. .  . 
(1)  F.J~CUnnigham- The  needs  £or ADP  standards in the 
federal community,  Datamation,  February 1969. \ 
I 
)  r 
.  .  .  ·. l:: ii ~:." ' • 
·The installations existing at the middle  o£  1968  were 
distributed among  the various manuPacturers with saies  . .  .  . .  .  . 












Other  (23) 
Special 
Total 





1.  7 
5.8 
28.4· 























Over  2(3 o£  the federal government  computers  are  ~stalle<t. 
in the Department  o£  Defense  £or civilian purposes,  where-
as  the total number  o£  compute~s used by  t~is Department  is 
Ear greater  •  .. 
Among  other important.applications those o£  the Census 
Bureau  can.be  pointed out,  those £or payment  and  reconcilia-
ti.on  o£  government  checks,. those  o£·  the Social Security 
Administ;ration,  the Civil. A~ronautics "Board,  the Internal .· 
Rev~ue Service and  the Post O££ice  Department. 
When  considering ail.  gove~ent inst~llations,. comprising .... 
in addition. to the  Fed~ral Government  also State,  coun~y .· 
~d·City'administrations, the percentage o£  government 
., 
.... .:.· . 1  9• 
I 
installations rises to 9.84%  o£  the total in'1969  (1). 
Although  expenditures o£  state and  local Administrations 
have  together reached almost  those o£  the Federal Govern-
ment,. di££usion o£  computers  in these institutions is 
smaller.  This is due  to the di££erent sizes o£  the Federal 
Government  applic~tions as·  compared  to those  o£  the local 
governments  and  to an  overlapping o£  jurisdictions  amo~g 
local government  agencies which  prevent organic solutions 
o£  the  problems.  Thus  computers  are mainly used £or the 
mechanization o£  b~sic record £unctions,  and  only applica-
tions £or crime control are rather.· sophisticated. 
·The  increase in the number  o£  local government units (over 
80,000 countries,  municipalities;  townships,  social 
districts,  school districts)  creates considerable problems 
o£  coordination (2). 
Despite considerable aid by the £ederal government  to local 
go~ernments through  t~e vertical programs .(which  link to-
gether central,  state and  local governments  £or specific 
functions)  coordination is no't  yet very e££ective  • 
... 
(1)  "Computer  in use,  analyzed by·standards"  Computers 
and Automation,  1969. · 
(2)  D.G.  Price "Automation in State and  Local Government" 
Datamation,  March  1969. 20• 
4. Total Information System 
The  expansion in the  tasks governments  perform  today is 
reflected in the increasing size of the national budgets. 
These  modifications in the state £unctions inevitably cause 
the criteria of choice and  budget management  to become  more 
complex  and warrant  the introduction of new  decisional 
techniques which require the use o£  extra~large computer~. 
Management  of public a££airs,  in the light o£  a."planning 
policy",  requires oo.ntinuous  adaptation of government· 
actions to reality which will not be  possible without a 
mass  of information made  avai~able at the moment  in which 
it is ne.cessary to revise or .control a  previous choic;:e. · · 
This new  policy and  the greater complexity of the  phenomena  .  .  .  . 
call not only £or new  technical requirements and new 
~nstrwnents, .but  presuppose  ·an  'increasing· state interfer-
ence  in.the economic  and  social components  active in the 
country• 
Once  a  political-economic-social balance has been reached 
these.intersectoria1 exchanges will be  ~othing else but 
exchanges of·  information  wh~  .... h will be  realized through 
complex  systems  o£  tel·e-proce$sing using extra-large· compu-
ters installed with those authorities in charge o£  man~ge­
ment,  planning and  eontrol o£  the s·tate. 
Exchange  o£  this ·in£Qrmation will furnish the controlling 
authorities 'with  the guiding.  elements  £or an  evaluation  .  .  . 
o£  the choices made,  .and  will have  to 'take· place at such 
a  speed as to al'!ow  adaptation o£  governinent  control· 
activities to the changing external requirements  • 
• 
..  ·' Al~ the interrelations between  the Public Administration 
and  the public and  private economic  organization and  the 
• 
social reality o£  the country can  simply be  defined as 
.  •  i  . 
21 •. 
the ·"total ·information system"  o£  the nation as illustrated 
in fig.XI.1. Within  such  a  system  the  mov~ng force  o£  the 
decisional authority beco~es'evident which,  with the  c~lla­
boration o£  the institutes £or economic  planning,  has  been 
charged by the executive branch with transferring into 
tactical terms  the strategic policies in the economic  and 
.  . .  . .  " 
social £ield o£  the government· (fig.  XI.1  bis) •. 
·  This authority will have  to·perform the following functions: 
- outline tactical objectives of the program 
- identify alternative measures  £or;  reaching these objectives 
- judge and  compare  in terms  of cost and  effectiveness 
~he alternatives emerging  from  the research 
The  variaus techniques which  the decisional authority.uses 
. £rom  the EDP  point o£  view,  require adaptation o£  recently 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
introduced methodologies, .·such  ~s the.  Planning  Progr~ing 
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The  'total information system is obviously a  long range· 
objec't  £or  the rationalization o£  government  structures 
and  the management  o£  the.State. 
It·s setting up  is primarily a  question o£  £acing profound 
decentralization,  not only in the  sense o£  local instrument-
al autonomy,  but alSO'  o£  decentralization of decisions.  .  . 
The  availability £or' local.institutions o£  all necessary 
elements  £or a  decision must  not mean  placing in the peri-· 
phery all archives  and  files which,o£ course,would be 
duplicated in the central o££ice.  The  periphery must  begin 
surveys  and  the collection o£.  information,· there where 
they arise,  but must  not necessarily retain these data. 
Instead,  continual and  quick  connec~ions have  to be  insured 
with all the  information in central archives which  are 
necessary to make  decisions. 
Along  with a  serious decentralization arises the  problem 
o£  training.technicians in  orde~ to organize  the integrat-
ed  system  •.  ·, 
Analy~is and  organization o£  the  problems,  especially those 
o£  the pUblic  Administration which  contain complex  legal 
asp~cts,  require years £or.the development  in detail o£ 
all the interrelations whi~h the total information system 
can organize  •. 
Interviews conducted by us cori£irm  that the £irst problems 
government  has  to £ace are basically o£  organizational nature · 
~d  some  can be  solved only with the aid o£  strictly te~nic- ~ 
al means.  These  problems.concern: • 
i) input data 
25. 
:  organization of data,  coding, 
punching of large masses  of 
information; 
2)  teletransmission  :  different sources  o~ information 
distributed uniformly over all the 
national territory; 
3)  specialists  :  lack of specialists and  necessity 
to convert  and  retrain government 
personnel. 
Concerning  the data to be  processed it is thought  that the 
solution lies in optical readers.  such peripheral units 
are already being used in experiments in some  Dutch  computer 
centres,  but the results are not considered satisfactory 
at the moment. 
The  principal obstacle for their worldwide  adoption lies 
in the-necessity for standardization of the writing to be 
used. 
Also the functioning  o£  the reading units available at 
.  . 
present is,hot perfect. Moreover,  the cost o£  these units 
.  . 
is v~ry high and it influences to a  great extent the value 
of the machines  installed.  As  far·as teletransmission o£ 
data is concerned,  there arise two  problems: 
a)  cost of terminals and  lines· 
b)  telecommunications •  . 
This is an  important problem when  considering that the 
English government  plans to have  installed 200,000  terminals 
by 1980. 
Exploiting telephone lines £or data transmission seems  to be 
the most  widespread solution even if, at present,  transmis- · 
sion speeds o£  1200  b~uds are not yet  being surpassed. 
. . '26 • 
The  lipes are not reliable and  their cost is £ar £rom 
negligible.  In order to avoid  these  inconveniences,  the 
English government  is thinking o£  using its own  tele-
communications  lines £or  the satisfaction o£  all its 
needs. 
In order to reduce cost to a  minimum  there is talk o£ 
using dispatching computers  £or networks requiring  .  . 
concentration o£  lines as well as £or networks requiring 
concentration o£  messages. 
Government  is more' favourably inclined toward  the  second· 
type  or' solution because· of its greater  deg~ee of liberty.· 
.  . 
Expectations of the government  sector are for extra-large 
computers,  able to  mana~e many  peripheral units  (the Belgian 
and  Dutch  interviewees request mass  memories  o£  3/4 billion 
characters)  and  many  terminal units,  but must  not necessari-
ly include computers with high calculating speeds.  The 
problem  concerning specialist training leads to the follow-
ing requests: 
* management  o£  multi-programming  and multiprocessor 
hardware 
* compilers as part o£  hardware 
* ~pecial terminals £or programmers  for direct instructions 
to the system 
* language  and  software £or the control and management  o£ 
, computer  systems  operating in· networks  ... 
•  * generalized language  for the management  o£  £iles. 
..  -
. The  proposed total' information system requires to couple 
along with the criterion o£  maximum  analytic dispersion 
and  joint re·sponsibility o£  local authorities  i~terested 
•  0 
in the analysis  that o£  direct presence and  supervision 
o£  the highest executive powers,  in order to give real 
e££iciency to the analysts•  tasks  and  to the organization-
al suggestions which  derive automatically £rom  a  re-examin-
ation o£  the  information £lows. 
There  arises consequently the need  £or creating a  9oordinat-
ion Centre which  organizes  the Total  System,  the principal 
Subsystems  and  the detailed Projects.  The  same. authority 
would  have  to establish criteria o£  priority among  the 
subsystems  and  lend a  helping hand  in the coordination and 
assistance in the choice  o£  equipment  most  suitable £or data 
processing. 
·None  o£  the countries ·examined in thi.$  study disposes at 
present o£  a  centre which  performs all these £unctions. 
Som~ attempts in this direction have  already been made  in 
Holland,  £o~ exaple,  where  the  "Rijkskantoormachinecentraie" 
.  . 
has  be~n· charged with the centralization o£  hardware 
purchases by all government  agencies and it participates 
in the training o£  specialists which  is carried out under 
th~ sponsorhip o£  the"Commission  £or Automation  o£  the 
,National. Services". 
The  French  "Deleg~tion·a. l'In£ormatique"  takes care o£  the 
promotion o£  EDP  employment  in·government and  o££ers consulS 
ing services in the purchases o£  hardware with the purpose 
o£ directing them  toward  the national production  •. 
.. 28. ' 
This. is part o£  ~he "Plan. Calc:Ul"  policies and  more  general- .. 
ly· o£·the national planning. 
Also within the English.Ministry o£  Technology  there.exis~ 
·authorities _re~ponsible £or promoting  and  coordinating EDP 
applicat~ons in government:·  thus  the  "Computer  Advisory 
Unit"  has the task o£  consulting on  all the projects o£ 
computer  installations· by government  agencies.  In Germany 
the.Federal Ministry.£or Scientific Research has  schedul~d 
£or the period 1967-1971  a  program  £or the EDP  £ield which 
comprises  also the research £or new  possibilities o£  EDP 
· applications in government  by  the  "Gesellscha£t .Etlr 
Mathematik  und  Datenverarbeitung  mbH".  In Italy there 
do  not yet exist specific initiatives concerning EDP  uses 
'  .  . 
in Public Administration,even i£ all hardware  purchases are 
coordinated by  the Provveditoriato Generale alle Opere 
Pubbliche. 
In the US  the N,ational  Bureau  o£  Standard has  a  data process-
.ing  section which  giv~s consulting service's o£  organization-
al na  ~~  to the Federal Government  an~ has the duty to 
standardize  the  o~ganization o£  data and  o£  EDP  procedures 
.  .  '  . 
without,  however,  having solved the numerous  problems  o£  .  . 
coordination (1).  .  : 
·The  organization ··o£  the coordination centre should £ollow ·  .  .  .  . . 
~ese two  phases: 
.. .  .. 
a)  individuation o£  subsystems  and  their EDP  inter-
relations.  .  . ',  . 
b)  determination o£  priority o£  intervention in the 
subsystems·. 
(1)  See  J .Cunnigham  - "'l'he  needs  o£ ·ADP  standards in 
Federal Conununi ty".  .  .  ~  . 
the .. 
• . 
. I  ~ 
I 
The  technical plans defining  the Projects should be  outlined 
by the'men working  in each  subsystem,  with the help of 
methodologies,  while the Coordination Centre would  reserve 
·itself the  ~ight of supervision over the entire activity  • 
At  any  r~te, priority would  have  to be  given to information 
and  control  subsystem~ from  whose  efficiency depends effec-
tive functioning  of the government  planning  system. 
Among  the  subsystems .priority would  have  to be  given to 
the State Budgeting  and  Central Propulation Register sub-· 
systems,  the latter requiring introduction of a  number  £or· 
each citizen. 
... 
• . 4.4.  Integrnted subsystems 
.~--------~----~------ .  . 
30 • 
\li  thin the  State "total information  system11  10  subsystems . 
have  been  si.ngled out,  and  they should be carried out during 
·,.  the seventies;  . 
• 
.. 
1.  State Budget 
2.  Taxation 
3.  Statistics 
4.  Central ropulation Register 
5.  Labour  Force Register 
·6.  Social Security 
7.  Public Health 
8.  Air Traffic control 
9.  Heteorology 
10.  Law  data bank. 
. 
The  information system o£  the local governments  has 
.particular features because  o£  the  complexity o£  the 
.£unctions  they have  to perform  an<t  the connEtctions  which 
would  have  to be  established with the state•s total inform  -
ation system. 
In order to understand procedural details within each sub-
. system it is necessary to  ~e£ine its various projects and, 
within each  project,  the  "lOgical Segments 11 ; 
The  Logical  Segme~ts, are  the elementary units o£  the complex, 
those £rom  which ·the actual work  o£  translat~on o£  all · 
s.tandardized operations into the computer begins.  Also.- £or  .  .  . 
these elements it is necessary to assign  execut~on priority · 
and  analyze  possible interreactions  • 





5. The  Information Systems 
5.1. State Budget . 
.., ___________ ... 
Within the hypothes"ized  total information system  the state 
budget  system·  based on  PPBS  (Planning Programming  Budgeting. 
Syst~m) is  the principal  information subsystem. 
PPBS  let the government  to come  to systematic and  programmed 
decisions  about its expendi~sm  the light o£  a  country's 
' 
general  goals.  The. 'budget  choices are explained in £unction 
o£  the goals and  di££erent means  o£  analysis are employed  to 
evaluate the programs•  degree  o£  realization. 
PPBS  is a  management  system o£  the Public Administration 
'  . 
which  needs  planning,  programming  .and  processing o£  the 
budget,  as illustrated by  the  £ollQw~ng scheme: 
Long  Term 
Planning 
Strategy 






Fixi~g goals  Ana~ysis and 
p~grams•  structure~  selection. o£ 
Processing .o£  physical 
and £inancial plans 





"  a.  Planning is the first phase  o£  PPBS.  It needs  definition 
d£  long  term  goals relating to the needs  to be  satisfied 
and  to the available financial  means. 
b.  The  second phase  o£  PPBS  is programming which is the 
)  . 
connecting activity between long  term planning and  the  .. 
annual  budgets.  The  basic activity o£  this phase is 
systems  analysis. 
Systems  analysis consists o£  the choice among  different 
· programs  aiming ·all at the same  objective~. in £unction o£ 
economic  criteria which  justify the better allocation 
o£  funds. 
'\ 
Furthermore,systems  analysis requires a  model  o£  choices 
distinguishing between  the analysis  o£  a  situation to be 
.  . 
£aced  by  the  public administration at a  given time  and 
the choice o£  actions  needed  by  the recognized situation. 
The· model  inputs are  the national account  data riles and an 
archive o£  typical situations,  and  one  containing behaviour 
ru~es.  This  model  is illustrated in Fig.  ~I.2  • 
... 
c: ... The  budge·t  per £unction  group~ expenditures  in £unction o£ 
the goals which  have  to be  attained and not·  £or services. 
It implies a ··modification in the budgets'  structure which 
mov~£rom an allocative structure o£  government  expenses 
• 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 FIG:xa.s  BUDGET  ·SCHEMES 
ALLOCATIVE  BUDGET  AGGREGATED  BUDGET 





+  +  +  +  0 
.,. 
8  ... 
,:!  e  ... 
X  X  X  X  A  A  A 
•••••• 
..,  ..,  ..,  ..,  ..,  ..,  ..,  ..,  .., .  ..,  ..,  ..,  '••·····························" 
SPECIALIZED  ORGANIZATIONS  NEEDS 
-
SOURC£1  PPBS'J.C.  BL.UET:  METRA  VOL  V.l  N•  3 1968. This method  o£  choic,e  rationalization is shown  in the  scheme: 
at each level concurring elements are associated and  the 
expenditure  ·flow is aggregated beginning with  the smallest 
units. 
The  computer  system needed £or  the  ~overnment budget  system, 
as it has  been described above,  will have  a  large central 
unit·  which  is·connected by  terminals  to the other subsystems 
and  the decentralized agencies dealing with the state's 
accounting. 
Budget  information collected in the national centre and  . 
connected  to the data concerning  the national  income  will 
be  the support o£  the ecqnomic  and  financial  information 
system suggested.· 
At  present  the Planning Programming  Budgeting System  is being 
used extensively only in the  US  federal  a~inistration wh~re, 
the  system  was  extended  to almost all £ederal·agencies 
beginning July 1, 1968·. 
Almost  all European countries move  in.this direction through  .  . 
\ 
the introduction o£  !unctional classifications o£  the Budgets. 
At  present  the  treasuries are equipped  with small or medium 
computers  used only £or accounting. 
-
.. 
... .  : The  direct survey  sho~s that European governments  are  trying 
to integrate cash management  and  to update  ·  the cash reports  • 
. similar efforts are being made  in order to reduce  the delay 
between  the provisional and final budgets and  in order to 
obtain the statistical and  accounting  information needed 
by  the organs who  approve  the budget  and  control accounting •  . 
The  increasing  importance of government  expenditures  in the 
monetary flows  (see  table XI. 2.)  forces  the countries examined 
to make  an effort t.oward  integration of the  government  budget 
system  and  the issuing bank  system in order to give  to the 
latter information for evaluating the monetary situation when  .. 
it is needed. 
•  Due  to these requirements it seems  correct to assume  that 
the budget  information system will be  completed in all the  .. 
countries  surveyed during  the next decade  (Fig,  XI.4) • 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 40  •. 
5.2.  Taxation 
The  fiscal  systems  in the countries  surveyed owing  to history, 
laws  and  greatly differing institutions are so complex  that 
introduction of information systems  into this sector is a 
difficult task. 
The  trend toward simpler fiscal systems,  which  exists to a 
smaller or larger degree in all countries,  has  been hastened 
by  the introduction. o£  TVA  in the EEC  countries in the fi.eld 
of indirect taxes,  This  trend requires,  however,  new  processing 
techniques,  so that the simplification o£  the system from  the 
theoretic point of view can be accompanied also by  a 
· simplification from  the technical  point of view. 
EDP  applications in the fiscal system,  can differ because 
of institutional differences among  the countries considered 
and be subject to modifications  during the decade  1970-1980  •  . 
We  have  examined  only those which,  being under study or 
realized by  the maiority o£  the interviewees,appear to be, 
.  . 
without doubt, subject to important development~ in the seventies. 
Automat~sation o£  tax registers  takes place £or the purpose 
of direct income  tax collection from  physical and  legal 
persons.  • 
The  automated system o£  tax registers would  have  a  national 
center connecte4 directly with all the tax collection districts 
~here medium  size 9omputers  are installed. 
These district centers would  have  l~rge core storage in order 
to manage: 
.  ' • 
,' 
,-taxpayer's income  statement files· 
- automatic calculation o£  taxes 
- printing o£  tax £orms 
- management  o£  tax collection. · 
The  national center which would  be  equipped with~  _extra-large 
computer,could manage: 
- national files o£  declarations concerning income  and 
. ·property  .  : 
·-a national £ile·per taxpayer in order· to .check  these ·national 
income  tax statemen$which contain elements which cannot be 
checled'directly in the regional tax districts. These  are 
stat·ements  made  by persons who  are ·not residents o£  this 
district, referring to income  £rom· sources outside the 
district,  omission o£  statement by  persons not resident in· 
the district, but who  hav~ income  £rom  sources  located in 
that. district; 
- central management  o£  cash £low.  ... 
A similar system is already in e££ect in the·os where  the 
Internal Revenue  Service has  to  de~l With  67  million individual 
tax returns each year. 
In Holland the Ministry o£  Finance  (1)  has.introduced_computers 
~nly for the management  o£_  income  tax,  studyin-g· the register· 
.  I 
ol all t.ax-payers. . · 
-
·  ( 1) Which  has  one  GE  415  and one  GE (in addition. to two  Bull 
Gamma  10s). 
.  ' ..  42~ 
.In  the United Kingdom  the Board  o£  Inland Revenue  has  already  • 
a  center in East Kilbride,  Scotland  which  is equipped with . 
.  . 
an  ICL  1904  and  a  Bull·GE  Gamma  10  £or collection and 
accounting o£  PAYE  and  NIGC  contributions relating to 2 
million taxpayers in Scotland. 
Another center exists in Bootles,  Lanes.,  which is equipped 
with two  GE  Gamma  10s  £or the collection and  accounting o£ 
PAYE  contributions. 
The  Board  o£  Inlana Revenue  development  program plans  to have 
·all Chie£  Inspector Branches  equipped with computers  by  1978. 
£or the collection o£  PAYE  contributions  (1). 
In Italy the project £o::r.  the tax register  foresees a  general . 
register with basic data in the National Center equipped with 
a  couple o£  large computers  and  9  smaller registers with much 
more  detailed information in the  9 projected regional centers 
equipped with smaller computers. 
It has.been planned that during the current year all G67 
district o££ices will have position files available  and  that 
by 1971  collection o£  information about the 12'million 
taxpayers will be completed. 
' 
Even  i£ in all countries  examined  automation a£  tax collection 
is still under study  •. i t  can be £orec!st that this automation 
will be realized during the coming  decade  (£ig.XI.5 ) • 
More  difficult seems  to be  the realization,  during the 
seventies,  o£  integration,,among the fiscal  subsystem~o£ the 
connection o£  income  tax collection boards with the  other 
£i~cal operating systems:  -
·, 
11)  PAYE  -Pay as you  earn,  income  tax.paid  a~ the source. • 
land register system 
- indirect tax system 
It is difficult to make  hypotheses  about ·the EDP  developments 
in these two  systems. 
I.  • 
It can however  be noticed that almost all the finance 
.  . 
o£fi~es  interviewed  have  begun  mechanization o£  indirect 
taxes which are easier to ascertain and  to collect and which 
0 
are in some  countries more  important  than  the direct ones. 
The  applications concerning indirect taxes will be modified by 
'the introduction of  TVA,  whose  relative  informational problems 
are being studied in Belgium. 
Land  register applications  have  thus  £ar been  developed only 
in Germany  where  they tall within 1:he  jurisdiction  o£  local 
governments. 
·.  '· 
... - ' 
. .  ~· .  ..  \ 
-
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 45 •. 
5.3. Statistics  --------
The  collecting and  processin~of socio-economic .information 
which is actually being carried out by  the Central Statistical 
O££ices  o£  the various ·countries, will assume  a  priority 
position in the hypothesized total information system.  In 
£act,  this of£ice must  collect information coming  £rom  other 
public agencies  and  it  must  then  provide the 
government  and  private organizations with the necessary data  • 
. This  subsystem would  have  to cover the following tasks: 
1. Collection and  pro~essing center o£  statistical data with 
teleprocessing connections  to the source o£  information. 
The  setting-up o£  a  similar syst!em  needs  a  standardization 
o£  basic information and  a  link-up witli the peripheral 
surveyi~~ agencies. 
2.  Information service center £or public and private 
organisations,  which could be supplied with all economic-
demographic  data more  quickly  t~an be£oret 
3.  · Data  bank  o£  the same  information £or  the·  other  ... 
government  agencies which  woui~ have  the possibili~ 
of automatic access.  .  . 
-Especially for budget planning.(PPBS)  the  information has· 
to be  processed according  to particular requirements  Of 
econometri~-type models. 
Obviously,  the  socio-ec~nomic data bank  needs  a  computer 
with a  high calculating capacity  an~ a  network  of  thousands 
of terminals. 
There is to-day a  high performance  system at the  US  Census 
Bureau.  Its Fosdic System  is able not  only to  imp~ove its 
statistics, but also to supply  basi~ data to firms •  . 
The  current equipment  of central statistical offices in  ~he 
. ' 
EEC  countries is listed in the following  table: 
C~TRIES  ORGAN I ZATIONi  INSTALLATI~S 
FRANCE  INSEE  2  IBM  SGOtSo/2  BULL  GE  GM.iA  10  . 
ISTITUTO  CENTRALE  Dl  STATISTICA  1 UNIVAC  1108  1  IBM  360150  ITALY 
NETHERlANDS  CENTRAAL  BUREAU.VODR  DE  STATISTIK  2  IBM  360/20  1 PHILIPS P 1"00 
BELGILM  INSTITUT  NATIONAL  DE  LA  STATISTIQUE  BULL.  GE  415  (S)  2 UNIVAC 
BULL  GE  "25  (Mt  100..  (S) 
GERMANY  STATISTISCH£S  BUNOESANT  ...  -
r  .  '  .  . 
.. 
The  central  stat~stical offices of·some European countries 
are~turning toward·higher performance  systems  and  toward 
link-ups with the  survey· institutes  •.  -
46.  l . 
Based on  analyses it can be forecast that management/data 
bank  interrogation ·ph~se (table XI.6),  which is the one_ 
.  .  . 
to  just~£y the extra-large computer,  will be realized in 
.  . 
France,  Germany,  the u  •  I. ·and Italy between· ·197 5  · and 1980, 
and hence there will'be £our potential users o£  extr  ....  large ..  .  . ..  . 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4.  Central Population Register 
~--~----~-----------------~ 
Projects concerning a  central population register are under 
study  ·in the countries examined.These projects  encounter 
however  normative and  organizational di££iculties,because o£ 
conflicts o£  jurisdiction among  central and  local autho.ri ties  •  . 
such a  central r~gister requires be£ore anything else that 
each citizen is assigned a  code which will be most  in most 
o£  the activities  ~oncerning the individual. 
The  basis£or this project lies in the central £ile which 
collects all information about  each subject and which is 
connected via terminals to all  municipal registration 
•  o££ices and all other o££ices or organizations where  there 
might  exist information about physical or legal persons. 
The  central £ile would  have  to register all data concerning 
each person in a mass memory  based on  the in4ividual number 
which has  been  assigned to each citizen. 
The  basic data,  supplied by  the local administrations, will 
be gradually brought up-to-date by  the di££erent sources o£ 
.  \  .  . 
.information,  respecting thus  the principle o£  centralization 
~  .  .  .  .  . 
o£  basic in£orma tion  •. 
On  the contrary this service would  be ine££icient. 
The  criteria described above  should bring about  a  structure 
which  has  unden~able advantages which  are all closely.re1ated 
.to the £act that ·each operation o£  data acquisition would  be 
.executed only once'and used several times,  £or the various 
tasks performed by  di££erent administrations. 
The  economy  o£  the results would be coupled,  in this case,  .  . 
with many  social advantages,  such as no  duplicates oB  documents, 50. 
\ 
greater speed and  precision of information,  simpler procedures, 
no  delays  and  direct and  indirect expenses  for the citizen. 
In order to achieve a  better organization,  the hypothesized 
system would  have  to be connected to the other subsystems 
of the Total System  such as tax registers,  employment  and 
social security offices. 
A National Data Center,  having the task of centralizing all 
personal information available at present in the various federal 
agencies,  has  been 'studied since 1961  in the  US  by the Bureau 
of  the Budget  and various committees  (1). 
But  the congressional Subcommittee  on  the Invasion of Privacy 
(2)  ha~ pointed out the dangers  to  individual freedom which 
could result from  such a  Data  Bank,  calling at the same  time 
£or a  limit on  data collected therein and  giving each citizen 
access  to his personal file so that the risk of non-authorized 
access  and abuse  o£  the information would  be reduced. 
In the meantime  improvements  of the in£_ormationsystems  in  the 
various federal  agencies are being studied without having to 
'  resort to the creation o£  the National Data  Ba.nk. 
In the European countries  the central population register is 
still subject o£  studies and  discussions;  in Belgium and. 
Holland,  as results £rom  the direct survey, it is now  under 
way. 
·In Belgium  the national register will have  a  central file in 
which all details about  each citizen are listed;  £or the 
setting-up of such a  file one will have  to resort to a  magnetic 
registration system. 
(1)  Ruggles,  Dunn,  Kaysen• 
(2)  35°  Report  by  the Committee  on  Government  operations, 
Privacy and  the National Data  Bank  concept,  US  Government 
Printing Office, washington,  1968. • 
51. 
In Holland the idea of assigning each citizen a  number  has 
already beencarriedout and  the gathering of data about  each 
citizen is performed by .the Central Statistical Office. 
Since the central population register has  to deal with a 
large number  of data and  has  to be  connected with the other 
Public Administration subsystems,  we  assume  that,  i£ realized, 
it will need a  very large computer with large core storage. 
Considering that study and project will not require a  long 
time it can be  £orecas~ that France,  Germany,  ~he United 
Iingdom  and  Italy will need this very large computer.by 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.5.  Labor  force  register  ___________  ..__ _____ _ 
The  labor force  information system performs all the £unctions 
which  have  to do  with the labor market  and which are dispersed 
among  various  government  agencies.  . 
The  most  important observations  the subsystem has  to collect 
are: 
- employment  applic.ations 
- employment  appointments 
- young  people coming  into the labor force 
- retirement o£  old and  invalid people £rom  the labor forces 
- making  employment  contracts 
- cancelling employment  contracts 
- immigration-emigration 
- professional qualifications 
Generally it can be  said that there are two  types  o£  inputs& 
one concerning employment  offers,  the other concerning 
requests  £o~ employment. 
... 
On  the one  hand we  have  to create central records,  which 
are brought up-to-date periodically,  on:  the labor force  ... 
. looking £or first employment  classified according to 
.qualifications, .age  and  se~;  the  temporarily unemployed 
persons. classified per qualifications,  age,  sex,  area and 
r~ason £or the  los~ of the  job;  and  the employed  persons.,  . 
·classified per qualification,  age,  sex,  and area. 
On  the other hand  . we  have records which  are brought 
up  to date continually on  the employment  o££ers per area, 
industry,  quali£ication,sex  and  age. Looking  for 
flr&t 
employment 
FIG.  XI.B 
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Comparison  between  data gathered in this way  makes  it possible 
to direct applicants quickly towards  the proper  job;  to  draw 
periodic reports about disequilibrium situations and  their 
projections:  to direct the activities o£  professional training o£ 
government  and  privat~ institutions. 
On  a  local  level the public and private firms  can ask,  directly 
via terminal,  the information centre about present and 
projected availability o£  qualified manpower  £or  ·better 
definition~.their oWn  investment objectives,  a  better 
distribution o£  them  over time,  space ·and  sector o£  activity.· 
On  a  national  level the system can balance better local 
employment  disequilibria,  and plan new  means  o£  intervention 
within the national planning. 
On  a  national level,  the employment  register could be further 
connected with the education sub-system in order to  ~e£ine :  .. ·  · 
programs  £or the manpower  qualification which would 
correspond to the future demand  and  can be altered according 
.. 
to the technological  development. 
' 
The  employment  register on  a  national  level,could pass to a 
second ·phase trying to achieve on  a  European  level an  integration 
o£  available information and  a  common  management  o£  the labor 
force.  .• 
Th~ problem  o£  coordinating labor data is common  to all 
European  countries and not only to  those having an excess 
of manpower, but also to .those which are importers  o£  manpower 
and call  £or a  solution o£  temporary and  regional 
disequilibria between  labor supply and  demand. 
·, 
At  present,  statistics about  open  positions are maintained in  . 
Holland by'the central EDP  Cent~e and  the installation o£  a 
data bank  is projected.  · In  France, the  employment  register is  being studied:  in 
Belgium  a  project concerning unemployed  p.eople  is being 
studied at the Office National  de  l'Emploi. 
In Italy a  medium  size computer is already being used by  the 
employment  offices,  but the actual applications are still 
far from  the  employment  of a data bank, because of the problem 
of placement is actually faced by peripheral agencies  o£  · 
the Ministry of  Labor  (provincial.Labor Offices). 
The  increasing demand  for more  efficient employment  agencies, 
which is connected to a  greater pro~essional and territorial 
mobility of  the workers,  requires from  all countries profound 
changes  in their present day placement s·ervices  and  these 
changes will require the intrqduction o£  extra-large computers 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































5.6.  Social Security  ____  .._ ___________ _ 
The  increasing engagement  of all European  countries in the · 
task of insuring people against  the social risks  (illness, . 
old age,  work  accidents,  family charges)  through the social 
security system can be proved by  the increase in national 
resources  devoted to this purpose  (table XI.3). 
The  various ways  of financing social security (through 
contributions or  taxat~on)  and  the differences  among  the 
prganizations which perform  these services ·in each of the 
countries considered make  EDP  development  in this sector 
difficult. 
.. 
The  EDP  development  in social security requires,  however,  in 
every country. a  single agency which centralizes management 
and  information,· even if the vario.us  services offered are. 
performed by different government, government-controlled or 
autonomous  organizations.  Only  coordination,  in £act,  assures 
. : 
.  t 
l 
·the social  sec~ity system  to reach the size which.makes  use.  i 
o£  high per£?rmance computers  convenient  •. 
.  .  ... 
In socia:l security EDP.plays  a  very important rele becau$e  · 
.  . . 
it can  guarantee automated control of the following phases: 
a)'  collection o£  contributions £rom  employees  and  employers 
.. b) ·statistical data bank  . 
c)  security recor.ds 
· d)  payments. 
a).  Social security revenue can come  from: 
•  contributions £rom  employees 
- contributions from  employers 
- taxes and special 'revenues 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Automatic collection of fees wich is being studied by 
interviewees  PA6  and  PA12  requires a  system with a  rather 
large number  o£  terminals and central files £or"management 
o£  the fees;  the great number  of manual  documents· (in Italy 
20  million a  year)  could thus be eliminated. 
b)  The  statistical data bank  should give information to the 
other subsystems  o£  the state: central  census  bureau, 
.  . 
e~ployment register.  tax collection system,  state budgeting, 
public health system.  The  statistical data ·bank  is lar from 
· bei:n'g  realized in the European  countries~ owipg  .'to the. large 
number  o£  organizations concerned with social security, 
no.twi thstanding the recommendations  by  the EEC  commission •. 
c)  The  central.£iles, which require to have  a  number  £or  eac}?. 
citizen, would  ~ave to  contain  data  ~bout  the 
contributors  (in Ita1y.35 million £or example). 
It would  give information about: 
- each member's  fees position brought up-to-4ate each month  '  '  .  . .  ' 
- statement  o£  payments  £or the various reason  (old age, 
invalidity,  unemployment,  etc.) •. 
d)  Fo~·.the lending. o£  services the social security subsystem  . 
would  have  to  join the banking network in order to make  ... 
·payments at the time when  they.are required and bring up. 
.  .  . 
. to-date the  ge~eral security recor~ at the same  time. 
· The  EDP  applications seem  to be  easier to realize in those 
.  -
welfare payments  which  are periodic and  thus better suited 
£or mass  processing (payment  o£  ol~ age pensions;  allowances 61 •. 
for families,  invalidity pensions etc.)  than in those which 
are occasional  (reimbursement  oP  medicines  and  'health 
assistance,  allowances for maternity,  work  accidents,  etc.). 
The  current EOP  applications are especially modern  in the . 
English Oepartme.lt  of Health and Social Security,  due  to the 
laet t·hat  the English welfare system is the most  efficient 
and  the most  centralized in all the countries considered.··. 
With a  couple of System 4/70s in the.centre.in Newcastle-
upon-Tyne  30  million security records will be computerized 
concerning pensions and family allowances which will affect 
4  million families  and  11  million children. 
In the other European  countries the variety o£  social security 
organizations makes  EOP  applications more  difficult.  Thus,  for 
.  . 
example,  in·France  (1)  where  social security has  18  million 
peop~e assisted and  3 and  a  hal£ million beneficiaries oE 
.family allowances  there are 355  specialized regional or 
departmental  organi~ations (2). 
Present EOP  applications are  conce~ned with the payments  which  ... 
call £or 45%  o£  time·o£  the Paris centre equipped with a 
B 3500  and  a  CII  10070.  In addition there are  30  centres 
·. 
equipped with 17  third generation computers • 
.  concentration into only one  centre o£  all EOP  activities o£  the 
Ministry £or  Soci~l A.E.Eairs  in France has,  however,  £aced 
many  difficulties. .  ·' 
(1) "O  1  Informatique'~ avril 1969. 
· (2)  16  caisses regi'onales vieillesse,  114  caisses d'al'ioca-
tions familiales,  1.21  caisses primaires d'assurance-
maladie~,  102  unions  de recouvrements. In Italy the social security syste~ is  split up  into many 
organization~ whose'concentration has  been called £or time 
ago. 
The  most  important one is INPS  which  takes care o£ ·pensions, 
with a  budget o£  more  than 6  million dollars and  several 
computers  (1),  but its  applications are not sophisticated. 
The  central personal and  health records  have been scheduled 
I  ,  . 
£or the seventies. 
In Belgium  the Caisse Generale d'Epargne  et de  Retraite, 
which is equipped with a  360/50i manages  the Caisse de retraite 
(12%  o£  its machine· time)  and  the Caisse des pensions  de  guerre 
(4%).  During  1970-1975  ·the system o£  retirement payments 
£or sailors,  civilians, miners,  employees  and workers  should 
be  reorgani~  ed.  .  .  · 
The  data collected shows  that social  securi~y organizat;ons 
are very interested in.EDP  applications.  , 
) 
·They  have  to £ace many  difficulties in pla~ning their EDF 
systems  because o£  institutional obstacles. It can be 
reasonably  a~sumed, however,  that these di££ieulties will be  .  . 
·overcome  during the next decade  and  that in almost.all 
countries  the Social Securi.ty Information System,  even i£ 
not· complete, 'will· be achieved.  (Fig.  XI.10). ·  · 
I  '  -
.(1)  The  national.centre a;d the provincial branches  are equipped 
with'2  IBM  360/40s,  1  IBM  360/50,  2  GE  425s,  1  GE  415, 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 5.7.  Public Health  _________  .,. ___ _ 
I 
. Public Health information systems  are  b~ing studied and 
pa~tly carried out in two  countries not examined  in this 
research:  sweden  and  the Uni.ted  States. 
In Sweden  the  Karolinska Institute,  the Danderyd.Hospital 
and  the Data Center £or  the Upsala area,  coordinated by 
the  "Institute £or Planning  and  Rationalization". (SPRI) 
are  st~dying EDP  applications at the hospital,  regional 
and  national level.  In  the United States  the most  advanced 
.  . 
applications are at .the hospital management. level but, 
according  to  some  estimates,  in 1970  computers will also 
be  used in 70%  o£  biomedical researches  (1). 
The  electronic data processing in Public Health can take ' . 
place at three different levels:  lQcal  (hospital),  regional 
· and  national.  The  main  applic·a  tions are ·the following: · 
hospital management 
· - permanent clinical re.cords  ' 
basic medica"l  research 
... 
.. 
. The  last two,areas are only o£  governmental interest,  but 
'  .  '  '  '  ' 
.automation o£· hospital management  which interests also private 
hospitals is by necessity p~ior to :the  other applications  and. 
the primary source o£  information. 
In the hospital the computer  performs  admin·!i:strative  .and 
..  ~:.'scientific tasks,  relieving  thus  the  specialized and non-
specialized sta££  o~ routine functions  and  abolishing 
multiple documents  and  transcriptions.. 
-
(1)  General Electric "La ricerca negli Istituti ospedalieri". 
'• 
'  .. 
.  ' 
.  ,.·.~. 
.. on  the administrative level the computer  can  perform  the 
· .follow:I.ng  .funct.ions: 
checking-in patients 




- kitchen management 
- pharmacy management  • 
diet control. 
On  the scienti.fic.level the computer  can  be  used in: 
- prescription control and  administering medicines 
-·monitoring  the patient  (centralized patient control 
.  .  . 
through res'\l.lts  o£'  blood pressure,  electroencephalograms, 
electrocardiograms) 
- reading  and  interpretation of.X-rays 
-management  o£  .files o£  laboratory analyses  (1). 
\ 
In a  hospital centre real time  processing is o£  vital· 
importance:  speed  on  both management  and  scientific levels 
is the .first requisite o£  a  computer  ~n a  hospital •.  . 
.65· 
The.  processin~ updating  and !iling o£  clinical· records is very 
important .for  the whole  public health system. 
Obviously,.  the clinical records originate in  the hospital 
.  .  . 
centre  ,  but  the hospital has no  interest in keeping  them. 
(1)  In the United States, .the Wodsworth  Vetez·ans  Administration 
has  achieved some  goo~ results in this £ield. 
.• A patient does not  always  go  to the  same  hospital and  his 
clinica~ record.might at different times  interest different 
hospitals. 
Since it is a  social· question  and  not  a  private one  of the 
hospital,  management  of clinical records  ··enters· thus  into 
the Government's  jurisdiction. 
66. 
Statistical information on  course of illnesses,  their symptoms 
etc.  can all be  obtained  fr·om  clinical records. 
The  regional center would  gather all data to be  processed, 
through  termina.1.s  installed by different organizations. 
In Sweden  the i.'egional  centers being  studied would  gathe.1.~ 
all the clinical records of a  county in a  data bank.  Records 
would  be  brought up-to-date constantly by the hospitals and· 
Public  Health institutions,  and  would  be  available also to 
i 
the doctors.· Furthermore,  this center would  let  know 
quickly the available bed  space in hospitals of the  area~ It 
would  also supply the national center with basic medical 
research data.  The  national center would  have  a  data bank 
set up  by experts which  should increase the knowledge  and 
the experience of  the various centers which  serve  the whole 
population.  '  ... 
A nation..:.wide.system,  called MEDIN.ET,  has  been  studied in 
the United  States, ·and  is. now  experimented by 16  hospitals 
(1). 
The  national center would.have  to: 
- spread over the country information about clinical 
experiences  and  p~imary and  secondary e££ects o£ 
pharmaceuticals; 
-
(1)  General Electric:  "La  ricerca medica .negli ospedali" 
.. 
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Reaearch  centrea  ~Public  Adllllnlatratlon 
sub  •yatMa  (Social 
Security, Planning) 68.·. 
-advise  about  in£ectuous  and·  contagious  diseases; 
•  - update  a  health register o£  all citizens and  a  register 
o£  all doctors and  their field o£  specialization  • 
.  . 
The  national medical research center would  also have  to 
make  information retrieval· on  medical  literaturet. sweden. 
is .Planning a  data bank  o£  medical records  to .which  all 
interested European users should have  access. 
The  national medical  research center would  also have  to 
advise university· r~search centers in teaching  thL~ough 
models 'simulating  the  symptomatology o£  a  disease  (1.) • 
. Setting  up  such  a  complex  system is a  ve~y di££icult 
task in all countries,  including Sweden:  there are still. 
other problems  to £ace  first,  such as  methodological, moral, 
economic  and  organizational choices  (e.g.  the assignment 
o£  a  number. to each· citizen~· which  is required £or the  .  .  . 
management  o£  clinical records). 
... 
(1)  An  experiment  o£  ~his type was  already conducted in 
'' 
Paris in 1963  in the £aculty'o£ medicine.  -
• 
.  . 
t 
! • 
In  the  EEC  countries and.the United  Kingdom  the Health 
system  is. an  urgent  problem,but  solutions encounter  two 
obstacles:  the  lack o£  resources  t~ be  devoted to  the 
studies  abou~ more  advanced  applications,  and  the lack 
69 • 
o£  coordination ·centers similar to the  swedish  SPRI .•  The 
various h.ealth .f'unct'ions  are  performed by  hospit~ls subject 
to tre most  di££erent  legal  rules  concerning  . 
legitimacy and  merit controls wpich  vary according  to the 
organs  performing  them  and  in-the .form  in which  they are 
carried out.  . 
Thee data about  computer  equipment  which  we  were  able to 
find out  £or some  o£  the countries examined  and  which  are 
reported in Table  XI.b  in the annexes  allow to state that: 
- at present most  o£  the computers  installed in hospitals 
are  small  and  only .few  are medium  size; 
- the most  widespread applications are  those o£  managerial type. 
In  . some  hospital centers as  the  one  o£  Villejui£ in 
France,  the University o£  Louvain.in Belgium,  the  .. 
Universit~ center o£  Tubingen,  Gel~any,and'the King's 
College Hospital in England  special types  o£  applications 
are operating or being studied,  .for  example monitoring o£ 
.patients. 
In France,  the VI 0  Plan aims  at the creation o£  a  government 
health service;  mor.eove:c,  six public hospitals in Val  d'Dise 
are now  connected to a  central computex·.  The  English Ministry. 
o£  Publich Health has  scheduled the automation o£  15  hospitals 
centers .for  the period 1970-1975· 
In Italy  a  cent"'·al file o£  special pharmaceuticals is 70. 
coming  into existence,  this application havini been  promoted 
by  the Ministry o£  Health.  The  £inal goal  pursued.is immediate 
access  to all basic information concerning registered 
pharmaceuticals or pharmaceuticals in p  .  .cocess  o£  registration 
in order  to identify all those which  are 6£  interest to the 
public  .·  heai  th. 
In general,  we.  agree with the  judgement  o£  interviewee  PA3 
who  thinks  the  projects under way  are very ambitious;  but 
their realization· is not foreseen  in the near £uttire,  and 
· budget~ are still v~ry insu££icient. 
Based  on  information about  the present situation and  the. 
£act  that investments in equipment  £or hospital information 
automat.ion wili be  very high~ it can  be  forecast that the 
Public Health sector will need a  great number  o£  extra-large 
computers,  ~ut they will not be installed during  the 
seventies  (table XI.,12).  Extra-large computers will be in £act 
required at the lT}Oment  in which  Data  ..  Banks  will be 'integ.cat-













































































































































































































































































































































































































































 s.s. Air Traffic Control  '  -------------------
Air traffic control  should  pres~nably take place on  two 
different levels during  the  seventies: 
- at the airport for  the control of specific areas; 
- on  a  national  level for  the  control  and coordination of 
all the air space  of a  country. 
72  •. 
Air traffic control is a  service,which sees  to it that air 
circulation runs  smoothly and .in an orderly manner,  and 
which  prevents collisions of.aircraft and  helps  the pilots 
with navigation.  A computer at airport level fulfils  two 
different  types  of tasks: 
a. it  replaces operators on radio reception, control, handling and  .. 
distribution of flight plans;  it performs automatic 
transmission of information among  the control  sectors;  . 
it reports to the controllers about  the  traffic situation 
.helping  thus  in flight ·planning;  it registers automatically 
and reports to the operator position and altitude of the 
aircrafts·  with 9-irec·t  input Prom  the  raC!_ar  survey; 
b. it supplies  the operatOr with results of logical and 
mathematical  procedures of flight planning,preventingthus 
the mid-air  collision threat. 
The  air traffic control  system requires  highly sophisticated 
equipment  in order.to achieve a  real  tirne  opet'ating  sys~em.  .  . 
This  hypot~etical system could also solve the  task  of 
airport management,  that is to say,automate  the various  - operations connected with each flight:  checking-in of 
.~ .. passengers,  cargo and mail,  ~upplying £ood  on  board, 
distributing  loads and  balancing  out  the ·aircraft, 
~rinting o£  basic documents  and.sorting out messages 
concerning plane and  passenger movements: 
All documents  conce~g  t~e £light could be  teletransmi  tted 
to.the airport o£  destination together with data  ab~ut cargo 
and  passengers. 
~he-system could plan  assig~ent o£  parking positions to the 
planes, ·plan maint~nance  time~ etc. 
A scheme  £or a  national air tra££ic control  system has been 
pr·epared  by  the  US  Air Tra££ic Control Advisory Committee 
which·recomrnends  starting immediately with its realization 
in order to have  it completed by  1995  (1'). 
The  hypothesized National Airspace  System.require~: 
- a  scanning beam  microwave  instrument landing  system £or 
landing operations in the  terminals; 
- a  higher capacity Q£  the computers  used; 
- an upgraded ATC  radar beacon system including an air to  .  ...  ,. 
ground data link o£  variable sophistication depending  on· 
the  type  o£  aircraft; 
- provisions £or  IPC  (intermittent po.sitive control) in 
congested tra££ic· areas so as to reduce  the  mid-air 
collision threat; 
- improved  accuracy o£  vh£  omnirange  (VOR)  and higher capacity 
-
( 1 )  Electronics,  October  27..  1 969. 74· .. 
o£ distance measuring  equipment  (DME). 
The  Air Tra££ic Control radar beacon  system which  in the  ~ 
illustrated system is the  principal source o£  information 
about position,  altitude and  identification o£  aircraft 
r~quires that all planes have  automatic altitude· encoders 
in their beacons.  Data acquisition,  accuracy and reliability 
have  to be adequated to an automated  ground  system,  and  the 
beacons  have  to be  used in en-route and  in terminal 
situations £or data  acquisition,  while  an upgraded Vortc 
'  .  . 
(vh£  omnirange  tactical air navigation). must  be  the primary 
· navigation system. 
The  present on-board equipment  and  the computer performances 
however,  have  to be  considerably improved  in order to have  a  .  . 
better accuracy.i~ the  deter~ination o£  tbe aircraft's 
.  . 
position. in an airspace with high traffic  density~ 
The  system is  illu~trat~d i~· Fig.  XI.13. 
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•  In  the countries considered air traffic control  take place 
according  to the rules established by  the  "Organisation 
europeenne pour la securite de  la navigation aerienne", 
which  has r.rojected the  system "Eurocontrol".  On  this basis· 
operate both  the German  and  the Belgian central offices of 
traffic control. 
In France  the Direction de.la Navigation Aerienne is, until 
pow,  only equipped with an CII  90/10,while  in Italy the 
Ministry of  Defenc~ uses for.air traffic control  three  IBM 
360/40s. 
Furthermore,  the Italian Ministry of Defense  has  a  project 
for air traffic control on  a  national level which will begin 
with automation of the control center for the  Rome  area and 
will later be  extended  to the whole  country. 
Owing  to the continuous development  of air traffic in the 
seventies all intercontinental airports will require extra- , 
large computers  (see table XI.S)  to wich the various national 
networks will be linked.  In smaller airports medium  computers 
will be installed which can also process models  o£  £light  ,. 
simulation.  ... 
-
..... 
.  '  ' 
,. 
.  t 
-.; ..  · 
'· 
:'  . 
. ..  :~n· ' 
. 
TABLE  Xl,4  ENGLISH  AIR  TRAFriC  CONTROL 
BOARD  OF  TRADE,  AIR  TRArf IC  CONTROL 
EVALUATIO.  1141T  PRESTVICK,  SCOTLAND 
•· 
BOARD  Of  TRADE,  AIR  TRAFFIC  CONTROL 
EVAlUATION  1141T  BOORN040UTH 
BOARD  or  TRADE,  AIR  TRAFriC  CONTROL 
EVALUATION  UNIT  BOURNEMOUTH  (HURN) 
AIRPORT  CHRISTCHURCH,  HANTS 
BOARD  OF  TRADE,  CIVIL  AVIATION  DEPT, 
CIVIL  AVIATION  C~~UNICATIONS CENTRE, 
CROYDON  SURREY 
BOARD  Of  TRADE  SOUTHERN  AIR  TRAFFIC 
CONTROL  C£NTR£  WEST  DRAYTON  (MIODX~ 
~OARO OF  TRADE,  SOUTHERN  AIR  TRAFFIC 
CONTROC.:  CENTRE  WEST  DRAYTON,  MIDOX 
. 
BOARD  OF.TRADE,  SOUTHERN  AIR  TRAFfiC 
CONTROL  C£NTRE  WEST  DRAYTON,  MIDOX 
BOARO  or  TRADE,  SOUTHERN  AIR  TRAFFIC 
CONTROL  CENTRE  WEST  DRAYTON,  MIDOX  .  ..  .  . 
• 
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$0URC£a  ta-IPUTER  SURVEY  1969, 
77· 
Finding  new  aolu\lona for  handling  air 
traffic volumea  and  evaluating use  ot 
computer•  tor  Air  Trattlo Control  Syateaa 
lnvea\lga\lon  and  evaluation ot  a~vanced 
oonceph of  AOP  In  air \rattlo control . 
Olgl\al air \rattle and .radar  alaula\or 
fully auto.a\lo meaaage  reloy 
Air  \rattle control&  tllgh\ progreaa  a\rlp 
production 
Fllgh\ plan proceaalng  aya\ea,  control ot  ...  . 
aircraft data,  traffic lntoraa\ion; Standby 
local early varnlng  and  con\r~l  (SLEWC) 
AI~ \rattle control 
.  . 
Fllgh\ plan proceaalng  aya\ea,  control of 
aircraft, data  \raftlo lnforaatlon 
' 7.8 •. 
~ 
•  Intercontinental Air2orts ..  Table XI.5  EuroEean 
r 
(Forecast o£  passenger tra££ic in-millions o£  units in 1985) 
~ 
AiX"p~rts  1985 
'  .  -· 
London  •.  100· 
Paris  50·. 
Frankfurt  50 
Rome  34 
Berlin  25 
Amsterdam  25 
Hamburg  20 
. '· 
Milan  18 
Glasgow  12,5 
"  Dusseldorf  9 
Manchester  12 
Brussels 
'  .  .  10 
..i• 
Munich  11 
•  ~ 
SOURCE:  "Av~nt .et apr~s Concorde  '·'  di F.  SEMt,-S.  BANI<:IR-1 968 ·  · r  ,, 
.  :,·' 
;_·,  ' 
•  ; 
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5.  9  •. l1eteorology  ~I _...,-.._  ...  ______  _ 
_Metereological  resea~ch deals with a  vast range of observations. 
of·the high atmosphere  and surfaces  (ocean  and continental). 
Observations are carried out by continental stations,  ships in 
the ocean,  weather balloons,  radar and,  in the.high atmosphere, 
satellites,and require sophisticated systems  o£  data 
acquisitions,  transmission and  processing~ 
In metereological institutes the large computer is·used £or 
·the collection o£  all information needed  to set up  a  model 
of the atmosphere's structure and must  therefore have  a  hig~ 
storage capacity  • 
.  The  model  is dynamic  and .constantly altered depending onlthe 
information coming  £rom  the various observation points. 
Often information is. supplied .in  the £orm  o£  weather maps  and 
requires consequently that the system is equipped with. scanners 
which  transfer quickly  ~he information to the model  on  the 
computer. 
At  given moments  the program calls £or the extraction £rom 
the model  of the most  important 'features  o£  the weather pattern 
·which are then supplied to other information subsystems,  mainly 
the air traffic control.  .  ; 
The  program can a;Ls:o  be used £or weather ;forecasting which 
is more  accurate the greater the number  o£  information supplied 
.  . 
to the model is. Both.the in£  ormation- feeding-in process ana the 
extraction of the programs  £or the weather report and  the 
weather·£orecast £or limited areas require great calcUlating  , 
capacity £ro~ the extra-large computer. '  On  the subject o£  peripheral  hardwa~e there exist some 
techn:i.cal  problems  o£  interface,  long distance terminals 
and  sensors. 
80. 
The  graphic  systems  (display,  plotter,  light pen)  are surely 
the most  suitable ones,because graphic  form  is  ·most 
natural to the metereologis  t ., s  activity. 
At pres.ent,  in all European  countries the meteo;rogical 
service is performed  l;>y  the central government,  and  the relative 
importance o£  the v.ar:i.ous  metereological services can be 
deduced  £rom  the following table: 
NUMBER  OF  OBSERVATION  STATIONS  BY  COUNTRY 
UPPER  AREA  (000 
COUNTRIES  TOTAL  .  STATION  AIR  SQUARE 
..  ST.ATIC»>  MILES) 
~ELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG  '\1  8  0  ..  13  . 
fRANCE  160  110  6.  213 
GtRMANY  218  1)9  10  137 
ITALY  146  49  5  116 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
'  267  81  9  94 ..  .  . 
US  (Including Al ..  aka)  429  223  93  ...  3,609  • 
.  .  . 
SOURCE:  WORLD  METEREOLO~ICAL ORGANISATION. 
It can be noticed that in Europe  the observation stations 
network  has  a  greater density per surface  than the u.s. 
The  computers  actually installed in national meteoroiogical 
institutes and in the principal observatories  already 
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In France the  11Direction de  la Meteorologie nationale" has  a  "· 
CDC  6400  (in addition to a  Bull/GE  30);  the Paris observatory 
two  IBM  360/65s  (in addition to one  IBM  1401  an~·one IBM  650)  ~-
and  an  observatory in Nice  has  an  IBM  360/50. 
In the  UK  the Meteorogical Office has  at present one  ICL  IDF  9 
for weather forecasts  and  climatic data processing;  by 1970 
the system will be completed with three Myriad IIs and also 
one  IBM  360/195  has  already been ordered. 
Around  1975  this system will be integrated with analogous 
systems  operating in America,  Asia  and Australia to control 
the atmosphere's  conditions in the entire Northern hemisphere. 
When  all the in£ormation. coming  from  continent~l and marine 
observation points,  £rom  satellites and  teletransmission 
·systems  o£  other contries will arrive at the  IBM  360/195, 
the English system will be  integrated into a  very large 
communication  network. 
The  use o£  computers  in meteorology will probably see a 
considerable increase with the realization o£  the World Weather 
Watch  project,  se1:-up  by the World Meteorological Organization 
in collabor.ation with 130 national weather services and which· 
should lead to automatic processing o£  meteorological data on 
a. world-wide basis  bY.  the  mid-sev~nties. 
It can  thus  be forecast that in the  EEC  eountries as well as 
in the tnc.' the national meterologica1 services will be  equipped· 
with extra-large systems  bY.  ·the period 1975-1980  (£ig.  XI.14).· 
-.. 
.. 
5.10.  Law  Data bank  ------------- . 
The  law.o££ices main  problem consists o£  the great amount  o£ 
data which  h~ve to be dealt with and  their continuous upgrad~  (1) 
Consequences o£  this state o£  a££air·s  .are  slowness  and  high 
costs•o£ ·the  judicial system.in all European countries, 
internal contradictions among  sentences referring to the 
same  £act,  etc. 
To  solve this problem  the French  "Group  £or  studying EDP 
_applications  in the'legal  pro£essi~ns" has  proposed  a 
national bureau o£  legal information and  resorting to their 
automation  as  "the  ~nly means ·which  permits to cope  with 
the volume  o£  judicial matters which  have  to be  dealt with., 
with the need £or speed and  precision o£  the answers  and 
with the possibility ()f  interrogation £rom·  a  distance". 
"The  problems  o£  set~ing up  such  an  information center 
should not be particularly complex  as  the  juridical reason-
ing is basically logical and  calls,  like mathematical ·reason 
.  .  .  -
ing,  £or notions o£  aggregation;  membership,  equivalence, 
implication and  application''  (2). 
... 
'(1) .We  are quoting data valid £or France  in 1969: 
··  "To  the  £ive fundamental  codes which  are frequently 
modified,  the published laws  are added  which  each 
year·amount. to 12,GOO  pages  o£  the o££icial newspaper 
£or a  total o£  about  1,300 laws  and  5,000 circulars 
or legislative· order·s.  To  these have  to be  added  the 
sentences issued by  the Courts  (2,500,000 suits a  year) 
and  articles and  books  de~ling with law  and  commenting 
it ( 1  30  books  a  year and  more  than  20 1 000  artiClE=..$ n• 
(In£ormatique  No.  2,  1970). 
(2.)  In£ormatique No.  2,  1970~ 
,, 
lj The  judicial information centre should be  connected directly 
to all the sources o£  the law and  have  the following  struc-
ture: 
-national £or the collection,  processing.and storing o£ 
all existing judicial information. 
.  . 
- regional for data collection and  to make  its utilization 
easier to people concerned with Law • 
. The  French  group proposes  that  some  o£  these· regional centres 
form  data banks  £or·special branches o£  the  law. 
For  France  this proposal would  look like this: 
- Centre o£  Lille:  commerciai  law 
- Centre  o£  Clermont-Ferrand  (where  the national  school o£ 
financial  sciences has its headquarters):  tax law 
-Centre o£  Toulouse:  aeronautics andspace law 
- Centre o£  Paris:  international treaties. 
All.i.n£ormation wou.1<f  be collected by the regional centres 
which,  before sending it to the national centre will·carry 
~  .  '  ,  ' 
out  the .initial···processing·and :coding· o£  information. 
The  .r:·egional ·centre connected with  the. national centre 
have  the  task  to give  a  £om to the  questioning  o£  the 
users,  in ordet'  to obtain the most  consistent answer  possible. 
This  problem is o£  extreme  ·importance  when  the  system 
permits  to perform  researches  based ·not  only on  the lite.cal  . 
meaning  o£  the words.used in the questions and  in the text 
. o£  the document  to look £or,  but also based on  the a££inity  -
o£  the concepts,  even i£ expressed with completely di££erent 
words. " 
F'IG.XI;.15 
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85.· At  present,  studies about  legislative  docum~ntation are 
under  way  in  pract.~cally all countries examined  in this 
research.  In  part~cular: 
86. 
- in Italy the  "l1assimario delle  sentenze"  has  been initiat- . 
ed  by  the Corte di Cassazione which,  with  a  UNIVAC  1108, 
permits  finding  out  all legal precedents of the Court 
referring  to any  possible  "legal case".  In·addition,  in 
the 11inistry  of Foreign Affairs an  IBH  360/40 is operat.-
ing for the management  of international treaties. 
- in Belgium  studies are  being  conducted by  CREDOC  (Centre de 
Recherches d'etudes et documentation  juridiques). 
- in Germany  a  data bank  for  legal documentation has been 
planned  by  the  Federal Ministry of Justice. 
Also  in the United States the Library of Congress  has  putinto 
£unction  an  information  system dealing with all  congres~ 
ional legislation.  The ·variety o£  data to be collected by 
this system of legislative documentation would  require,  in 
our opinion,, the adoption of  an extra-large computer by 
1980  (Fi_g.XI.16):in: at; least four countries:' France,  Germany. 
United  Kingdom  and  Italy. ·This  need will probably be  felt 
also,if integration of data coming  from  different sources 
cannot  be  achieved  (law,  doctrine~,  legislation), .  but if 
particular data ·banks  are created for  the  information coming 
£rom  each particular source. 
- ...  ' 
.. ·. 
·-

















































































































































































































































































































































































6.  Local  government 
6.1.  Preliminary remarks 
-------------------
The  di££erent orgariizationsand tasks o£  the  local govern-
ments  in the countries examined allows only a  very~general 
definition o£  the local governments'  information system 
.  .  . 
· and  o£  administrative and  C?rganizational  requir.ements  £6r 
some  o£  the applications. 
First  ~o£ all,  we  can make  a  distinction £rom  the  EDP  view-
point between  two  di££erent kinds· o£  local governments  with 
di££erent administrative and  informational problems:· 
88 •. 
municipalities and  governments,  o£  larger. areas  such as Italian, 
Belgian and  Dutch provinces;  departments and pro~am  regions in 
France; urban and  rural districts  in England;·German Lander.;  · · 
metropolitan  authorities such as the Greater London  Council 
and  the district o£  the region o£  Paris·. 
The  number  o£  computers  1ns1:alled ·in ·local administrations. 
during. the last £ew years has considerably  increased,  as 
well  as  the joint utilization o£  one processing centre by 
several local governments,  even i£ they are  'Small: ·thus a. 
Dutch centre. works  £or various municipali.ties,  and, ·.among 
the boroughs  o£  London,.  there exists the Joint Compute.r  · 
committee,  etc.·Because o£  these experiments in cooperation 
it is di££icult to draw  a.  demarcation  ~ine among  ·.the  .. 
sizes o£  those cities which require  the use o£  a  computer 
and  those which  do  not. 
Also within the  large cities two  di££erent trends exist:  on 
.  - the one  hand  the installation o£  only one  processing centre· . 
used by all public services·  £or·thei~ processing needs  and.  .  .  . 
which  yould ·seem  the more  widespre~d trend;  on  the other 
hand  the realization o£  several centres  £o~ various purposes 
within one  city. 
•  ..  : 
i 
' 
.... . :: 
'  ..  ,  > 
:. 
j In the  framework  of the  information system of local 
organizations it is also useful  to make  a  distinction be-
tween  the  planning and  programming  applications and  those 
o£  ordinary administration.  At  present the  procedures o£ 
ordinary administration are  quite well defined and.give . 
. 
rise to various applications whose  way  o£  information 
collection and  processing is generally known  in order to 
· originate specific outputs.  on  the contrary,  the  programm-
ing and  planning activities are less well defined,  and  the 
information system differs £rom  the one  used in.  the 
ordinary administration activity.  In £act,  .Planning needs 
a  flexible and  open  ended  system~ · 
The  differences between  operational and  planning systems, 
which  do  not  preclude the  sharing o£  ~ common  data base, 
exclude,  however,  the concept o£  a  single in£ormation 
system £or all the activities  per£o~ed by a  metropolitan 
area. 
Therefore,  we  will examine  only some  applications connected 
with the activities o£  ordinary administration {1).  Not even 
in the  US  information systems  £or Planning are very diffused. 
In state and' local administrations use of computers  in 
.  .  . 
urban planning  conce~s essentially transportation planning: 
Chicago,  Philadephia:,  New  York and  Seattle have  suc~ess£ul- . 
ly experimented with both graphic. techniques and  simulation 
models  to adjust  the mean's ·o£  transportation to the -increas...; · 
ing demands  of city·traffic. However,  the  Planning Agencies 
•. 
-
·  {1)  An  information system £or urban planning is illustrated 
in:  U.S.  Department  o£  Housing and  Urban  Development: 
Urban  regional  information systems:  support for planning. 
in Metropolitan areas.  · 90• 
o£  many  states and  cities encounter many  di££iculties with 




(1)  G.c.  Hemmens-Planning  agency  experience with.urban 
development  models  and  data processing (Journal  o£  the 
Amer~can Inst~tute o£  Planner$,  september  1968. 
.. 
'· 6.2.  Municipal  services 
~--~--------------­ . 
The  typical applications o£  local organizations concern 
primarily the municipal  services. 
The  municipal services can be  divided into three ·large 
groups: 
1. Registration-type applications 
- Election boards 
- Draft boards 
-:- Education 
-Welfare and  assistance·. 
- Civil registers 
- Health registers 
- Tqx  registers 
- Employment  registers 
2.  Fiscal type applications 
- Direct taxes 
- Family taxes 
- Duties · 
- Tax  accounting 
Fine  accounting  • 
3. General accounting applications and  others 
- Manpower 
-·Stocks 
- Urban health 
- Municipal  pharma~ies 





91· ·- Control o£  a  person's investments 
•  Personnel  service 
~ Gas,  light,  water  invoic~ng 
- Data  banks 
Statistics. 
. 
It is evident that all these services have  analogous 
9~· 
.·  procedures in the municipalities  ,  but at the  same  time 
that not all municipalities 'are o£  such  sizes as to  justi~ 
the use o£  a  computer.  According  to an  Italian project (1) 
these services coulQ  be  performed by information systems 
on·three levels: 
1. Pilot centres 
Equipped with extra-large computers  they will be  installed 
in the largest cities,  that i$ cities o£  about  11500,000/ 
2,000,000 inhabitants.  . .· 
'l'hey  would  per  £orm  the  £ol.lowing  £unctions: · · 
- processing o£  data referring to the municipality in which 
•  they are installed 
- analysis o£  standl\X'd  procedures,  c;:reation  o£  so£tware 
\  .  .  '  .  .  ..... 
packages £or all the other  cent~es· 
- time  sharing processing £or the nearest municipalities 
linked·by terminal to the calculation centre  .. 
.  . 
-·intermunicipality  stati~tics and  processing;  concentration 
o£  messages  £or the  ~blic Administration's  integ~ated 
subsy:s terns.  • 
(1)  Arranged  by the Bordoni  Foundation·under the 
guidance  o£  Pro£.  Selan. · 
-
.  " • 
93. 
2.  Service centres 
~ 
These  would  give help with medium  computers  to data process-
ing o£  municipalities which  are linked to. the centre by 
teleprocessing:  £or  example,  in Italy,the installation o£ 
.  .  .  . 
25  such centres has been  scheduled by 1980. 
In addition to the typical processing o£  the pilot centres 
· with the  exception o£  the  software packages,  these centres 
could lend their services also to private persons,  especial-
ly industrial,  commercial  companies,  etc.  £or all those 
processings whose  outputs are input data in the municipality  .  . 
processings  (typical'are consumption  taxes). 
~ ., ... 
3.  Terminals 
•' 
They  should be  installed in all municipalities  •. 
Creation  ··o£  a  processing  system  as described above  would  .  . 
require,  like all PUblic  Administration processings,  a  phase  .  . 
o£  studying and  organization o£  data  ~d different proce-
dures  and,  above  all,  the  overcoming  o£  a  large part o£  .  '  . 
the  local governments.'  presen~ ru.les. 
... 
Di££erent is the  system hypothesized by  the "Institution 
£or  the·development  o£.municipal  automation"  o£  the Union 
o£  Dutch  Nunicipali  ties  ( 1 )  .• 
•  The  cities o£  a  certain. importance have  all joined together  .  . 
£or the  purpose  o£  realizing a  centraliz~tion o£  data . 
processing,  as  i'llustrat'ed by  the  enclosed scheme. 
.  .  .  .  . 
The  integral system o£  whic}+  some  municipalities manage .. 
partial projects  (in Amsterdam  the project £or real estate·,  · 
in Rotterdam  the personnel and  population systems)  can yield  . 
(1.)  In£C)rmatie.  No.  3,  March  1969. •  I  94. 
satisfactory results only,  i£ a  su££icient number  o£  munici-
~ 
palities participate therein and,  furthermore,  i£ each, 
choosing his oWn  equipment  is aware  o£  the requirements 
which  arise £rom  the  togetherness o£  ~e  ~artial. p~ojects, 
also i£ they have  been  studied by  another municipality 
(thus,  £or exrunple,  all the previously chosen computers 
must  have  at least one  64  K memory). 
A similar direction is being followed by the Belgian Union 
o£  Municipal~ties which  has created a  foundation £or the 
expansion o£  EDP  in.local  g~vernments which will be,  among 
other things,  connected by.  teletransmission to the National 
Register o£  the Belgian population in Brussels.  Already 
tod;.;  AIH  (Association Intercomunale de  Necanographie) 
performs  service  centre-~pe £unctions  £or the local govern  -
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6.3.  Area  Tra££ic Control 
----------------~-~~ 
Incorporation o£  a  computer  into tra££ic control systems 
permits the use  o£  several alternative control methods. 
·  Various programs  can  be  put into action during  specific 
periods o£  the day,  week  or year,  alternatively;  various 
programs  can  be  automatically applied by  the  m~nitor in 
order to determine  the  tra£  £ic £low  in the  area·. 
95. 
In addition,  use  o£  ,a computer  permits  a  rapid assessment 
. o£  the tra££ic situation,  and  calling into function  the 
most  appropriate control method  can maintain the  tra££ic 
£low  at an  optimal level every moment. 
Further. advantages  o£  a  centralized control by  computer 
can be  the  following:  : 
1)  The  use  o£  signal programs  can easily·be modified in 
order to  improve  the  smooth  running  o£  tra££ic,  and  . 
best control programs  can be  realized easily: 
2)  The  additional signal installations can  be  incorporated 
easily into the control system; 
'  '  3)  Defective  monitor~ and  equipment  o£  control can be 
singled out by automatic sel£control; 
4)  It is possible  to carry out studies about  tra££ic using  .  . 
the information £rom  the monitor in the control system 
without having  to resort to the installation o£  addition· 
al equipment. 
On  the  other hand,  it cannot be  expected that a  "centrali_zed. 
control system"  could handle autpmatically any  tra££ic 
d· 
situatio~ which  can  occur:  it -i~/ advisable,  i£ not indispen•. 
sable,  to provide means  which  arli~· able to interrupt the 
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automatic control and  provide consequently manual·  control~  . 
Theeconomic  justification o£  capital investment in a 
centralized control system  through a  computer is based 
principally on  the expected reduction in delays .an~ on  the 
saving which  such  a  reduction would  bring with it £or the 
community. 
Considering,  £or example,  that traditional equipment  £or· 
·  a  circle's tra££ic control costs-around$  300.000.and is 
o£  advantage only.  t9 the neare.st  surroundings,  it becomes 
obvious  that·any control plan by computer  £rom  which_  a 
much  larger area would  benefit at the  same  cost,  presents 
several points in  its favour. 
The  results obtained until now  have  been' improvements  in· 
the existing tra££ic regulation system:  in. the United Xing-
dom,  £or example,  where  systems  o£  this type are in 
operation,  time  savings  o£  i5%  are obtained as well as. 
pro£its·£or the community which  are  three times higher 
than the invested capital.  Surveillance o£  highways  and 
control o£  parked cars  in  an  area are  associa"ted  to the 
'  . 
tra££ic.control system.  The  purpose o£  highway surveillance 
. 96. 
is to control tra££ic by  the installation o£  apparatus along· 
.  .  .  .  . 
the highways  and  to make  signalling.devices £unction to 
advi-se  the' driver o£  jmpan:D..ng  risks.  . . 
The  instruments .installed along the highway  transmit 
information to  the control centre where.the computer collects 
.  . 
and.processes  the data and  takes the necessary control 
decisions be£ore  transmitting 
located along  the highway. 
.  . 
them  to the signalling dei1ces 
.. 
.. 
.  l· 
;,. Another,problem which  could be  solved by a  central computer 
is that of parking:  the  parked vehicles form  an  integrating· 
£actor o£  traffic in the central areas of large cities and 
the need to park the car £or  long  periods requires.that 
high-rise parking houses  are provided  •. 
. 
In order to exploit  them  to  the maximum·, it is necessary to 
·indicate to both commuters  and  drivers which  are in transit 
in the city the  parking  situation within a  certain area. 
However,  given the ever  increasing traffic,  this operation 
becomes  ever more  com plica  ted and  ·.:makes  some  £orm  of 
centralized traffic control necessary  • 
• 
By  centralizing parking control,  the driyers can be directed 
bymeans of "signals"  to the roads  chosen  and  be  informed 
about  the availability of parking  spaces. 
... • 
6.4.  Water-Air Control 
~------~-~-~-----
Although at present  the activity o£  monitoring the air 
and water quality is small,  it is predictable that,  due 
to the  dimensions  o£  this problem,governments will show 
greater interest in this respect.  Various  programs  exist 
already,  generally in, the direction o£  collect~ng and  . 
analyzing basic information about  the quality o£  air and 
water through samples  collected periodically and  analyzed 
with the usual laboratory.techniques.  .  . .  .  . 
Obviously,  these  proce.~ures do  not assure' adequate c.ontrol 
and  they have  been  improved: by :u~ing in~~~~nts at vario11s 
survey points which  £urnish:  continuous.  me~$.  o£ .·comparison; 
in  the  meantime,·  multiparameter control systens·have 
been developed. 
The  comput~r has  the task  oJ~ forecasting the air•  s  quality 
(£or each urban area)  VIi th an  advance varying £rom  6  to 48 
hours.,  based on  data abwt atmospheric conditions. 
98 • 
Then  the computer  processes an  ".emission model"  (which  takes 
into account  quantityandquality  o£  substantial polluters, 
area by  area~ weather forecasts an4 daily,  weekly and  season 
'  .  .  ,.  .  .  .  .  ·.  ~ 
al variations)  and  a·  ,;dissipation model''· (w}licn ·could control 
·the air,  area by area,  based on  the wind• s  speed and 
atmospheric conditions·).  Comparing  the actual conditions with 
an  "acceptability mod~l", memorize:d  p~eviously,  the computer 
I  •  '  -·  could indicate in advance  corrective actions which  should  .  ·. 
to be  taken in the  case that pollution reaches. dangerous 
levels. A system £or pollution  con~rol foresees  thus· medium-
size  computers  £or each area,  appro~mately the size o£  a 
region,  and  a  giant central computer operating in time-. 
sharing £or scientific calculaticm em  the acceptability models. 
·  .. 
.,  t  . 
• 
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"  ·.·.  ''. Also £or water pollution control,  which  uses,  like air 
pollution controJ,continuous multiparameter  monitoring 
systems,  instruments  are required £or  continuous  survey by 
99. 
· the observation stations as well  as  a  direct connection by 
teletransm~skm  to the central installations o£  data collec-
tion and  elaboration. 
In the us  which  are  the  leader  in this field,  the Federal 
Water  Pollution Control Administration gathers  information 
£rom  ·thousands  o£  observation points with  a  computerized 
system called STORET  (Storage  and  Retrieval),  and  distriputes 
this  in£orm~tion to other local government  organs,  presuppos-
ing that  the latter has  been  previously entrusted with the 
task of air and  water pollution control. 
In Europe  water control is often performed ··at a  local level 
and  joined together with other hydrographic control activities 
all performed in a-hydrographic basin.  Typic~l is the Ruhr 
basin where  activities  concerning the water are performed 
under  the control o£  eight associations.of users of this 
same  water. 
In Italy the.Regional Union  o£  the Tuscan  Provinces has 
thought out  a  system for  rational management  o£  the water 
resources  (1)  which  collects  data.£rom a  net of  p~uvio­
meters  and  hydrometric devices ·installed in the water 
collecting basin in a  data processing centre which directs 
a  mathematical model  o£  the basin and  has  the  t~sk to: 
predict the  probable changes  in water levels; 
- indicate opportune maneuvres  of the various devices · 
in order to guarantee  rational employment  o£  the 
water resources. 
(1)  Regional  Union  £or  the Tuscan Provinces- Project  Et~ria, 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7•  Concluding  Remarks 
Forecasts about requests for  extra-large computers.in order 
to  realize the hypothesized information  subsystems,  by 
cen~ral governments  in  the  cou~tnes considered are listed in 
the following  tabl~: 
FORECASTS OF  EXTRA-LARGE  COMPUTER  INSTALLATIONS  PER  SUBSYSTEM  IN  PUBLIC  ADMINISTRATIONS 
OF  THE  EEC  COUNTRIES  AND  THE  U.K.  DURING  THE  SEVENTIES 
1970-1975  1975-1980 
~  z 
!i  ~ 
j 
~  ~  11.1  0::  .w 
~  u  c(  !;  11.1 
~  ~ 
c(  !;  z  ::-.:  X  . 
~  -J  c(  0::  c(  t- 1IC  -J  c(  c(  11.1  0::  11.1  t- 11.1  .  11.1  e:  i:il  t- II)  ....  \!)  - z  ::J  II)  \!)  -
STATE  BUDGET  }x 
X  X  X  ; 
TAXATION  X  X  X  X 
STATISTICS  ..  X  X  X 
CtNTRAL  POPULATION  REGISTER  X  X  X 
LABOR  FORCE  REGISTER  X  X  X 
SOCIAL  SECURITY  X  X  X 
PUBLIC  HEALTH 
AIR  TRAFFIC  CONTROL  X  X  X·  X 
lwE TEOROLOGY  X  X  X  X  X 
LAW  DATA  BANK  X  X  X 
The  major past  oP  the installations should  be realized 
by 1975-1980  • 




11.1  z 
·l  X 
It is,  however,  not possible to formulate forecasts  about 
requests Por  extra-largecomputers by local  governments, 
" 
because they depend  Prom  current and  future reorganizations 
oP  their territorial  jurisdiction~ 
'' 
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